
This week looks to be busier for financial markets, investors around
the globe will be watching the Federal Reserve's release on
Wednesday evening for hints at the speed of any tightening to come
from the central bank in the months and quarters ahead...
In terms of economic data, the start of the week is set to be relatively
quiet, with no major releases to note and as Japan (Monday) and
China (Monday & Tuesday) remain closed for bank holidays. We will
however see the minutes from the Reserve Bank of Australia's most
recent monetary policy meeting get released in the early hours of
Tuesday morning.
Market volatility may pick up in the middle of the week, the Bank of
Japan are due to release their monetary policy statement and set
interest rates early Wednesday morning. The BOJ are not widely
expected to make any changes, as the region still struggles to
achieve its 2% inflation target. The likely highlight of the week will
come at 7pm Irish time on Wednesday when the Federal Reserve's 2-
day meeting concludes and its latest monetary policy statement is
made public.
Moving on, Thursday will be another very busy day for markets, with
several key releases due as investors still digest the FOMC statement
from the evening before. Throughout the morning manufacturing
and services PMI results will be released from Eurozone nations and
the UK, and will be followed by the same from the US during the
afternoon. Thursday will also see two central bank releases: firstly
from the Swiss National Bank at 8:30am, and then from the Bank of
England at midday. 
To close out the week on Friday we will see business climate data
from Germany during the morning, with the Fed Chair Jerome Powell
speaking at an online event hosted by the Fed at 3pm Irish time.
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Equities: Markets across Europe and North America were in the red on Friday, closing off
another week lower for most indices as concerns over the slowing pace of global growth
along with Delta variant fears as we leave the summer months behind linger in the minds of
investors. The VIX volatility index finished off last week flat around $20.81, however we
expect the index to fall from these levels ahead of the much-anticipated FOMC rate
statement on Wednesday.
Currencies: FX moves will likely be dominated by the Dollar this week, especially in the
aftermath of Wednesday's release, however currency volatility will of course remain low on
Monday and Tuesday as traders keep their powder dry ahead of the risk event. EUR/USD
and GBP/USD both finished last week lower, at 1.173 and 1.374 respectively. Attention will
also be on the Japanese Yen, Swiss Franc, and Pound Sterling as each of these region's also
sees their respective central bank release its latest rate decision.
Safe-havens: Gold was marginally lower on Friday, the precious metal having lost 2.3% of
its value over the course of the week, seeing a relatively sharp move lower after the positive
US retail sales figure last Thursday sparked some speculation over a faster than expected
Fed tapering. Bonds moved lower pushing yields up on both sides of the Atlantic, but more
so in Europe as Germany's benchmark 10yr reached a yield of -0.27% on Friday for the first
time since the beginning of July. US 10yr at 1.36%, having seen low volatility for a number of
weeks now.

The Week Ahead

Federal Reserve
The main focus for this particular FOMC release will be on any clues
from the central bank on when they will begin tapering their $120
billion monthly bond purchases. In Jerome Powell's August speech at
the Jackson Hole symposium, the Fed Chairman indicated that the
bank's policy-setting committee could soon begin winding down its
stimulus on two conditions: "substantial progress" is made towards
maximum employment and also towards the 2% average inflation
rate. The inflation target has undoubtedly now been met, Powell
acknowledged, and the labour market is on its way.
We note that employment results for August in the US came in
weaker than expected, which may stay the Fed's hand, at least for
now. A scenario which has become more likely in recent weeks is one
whereby the central bank uses this upcoming meeting to open the
door to a possible November taper announcement, conditional on
solid September and October employment results in the region.


